Power Management:
Timers for appliances

- **Belkin® Automatic Surge Protector with Timer, 1 Outlet, 1080 Joules, White**

- **W.B. Mason**
  $9.95/EA

- Automatic timer conserves power
- Easy-to-use desktop button
- Two always-on outlets
- Six auto-off outlets

Two always-on outlets keep power running at all times for essential computers, phones and clocks. Built-in timer automatically shuts off six auto-off outlets for devices not requiring constant power including lamps and monitors. Bright LED indicator displays outlet status and can be pressed when blinking to maintain power supply for an additional 11 hours.
Power Management:
Surge Protectors with timers

- APC® SurgeArrest Surge Protector, 4 Outlets, 1020 Joules, White
- W.B. Mason
  $19.99/EA

- Energy saving programmable timers
- Fail-safe mode
- Catastrophic event protection
- Building wiring fault indicator
- SurgeArrest fail safe

Six programmable, preset timer programs let users set the times during which their equipment receives power from the "Controlled by Timer" outlets, providing surge protection and energy savings. Fail-safe mode disconnects equipment from power supply once the unit has been compromised, ensuring no damaging surges get through after an initial surge event. Building wiring fault LED indicator informs users of potentially dangerous wiring problems in a wall circuit.
Power Management:
Surge Protectors with timers

- APC® SurgeArrest Surge Protector, 6 Outlets, 3 ft, 1020 Joules, White

- W.B. Mason
  $22.49/EA

- Energy-saving programmable timers
- Fail-safe mode
- Catastrophic event protection
- Building wiring fault indicator
- SurgeArrest fail safe

Six programmable, preset timer programs let users set the times during which their equipment receives power from the "Controlled by Timer" outlets, providing surge protection and energy savings. Fail-safe mode disconnects equipment from power supply once the unit has been compromised, ensuring no damaging surges get through after an initial surge event. Building wiring fault LED indicator informs users of potentially dangerous wiring problems in a wall circuit.
Power Management:
Surge Protectors with timers

- Belkin® Automatic Surge Protector with Timer, 8 Outlets, 6 ft Cord, 1080 Joules, Gray

- W.B Mason
  $29.99/EA

- Automatic timer conserves power
- Easy-to-use desktop button
- Two always-on outlets
- Six auto-off outlets

Two always-on outlets keep power running at all times for essential computers, phones and clocks. Built-in timer automatically shuts off six auto-off outlets for devices not requiring constant power including lamps and monitors. Bright LED indicator displays outlet status and can be pressed when blinking to maintain power supply for an additional 11 hours.